Do You Have A Blood Clotting Agent In Your First Aid Kit?
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Do you have a blood clotting agent in your first aid kit?

Do you even know what a blood clotting agent is, or why you need it?

Originally developed to assist military medics, blood clotting agents are granules which you pour directly on open wounds to cause blood clotting to stop bleeding. You simply pour on the granules, apply pressure and bleeding usually stops in around 30 seconds or so, depending on the wound size.

We have a CELOX First Aid Temporary Traumatic Wound Treatment 2g, 10-Pack (current price
$32) in our first aid kit. This contains 10x 2g sealed pouches of the blood clotting granules. I would highly recommend adding this product to your first aid kit. Celox also do a Gauze Roll, 5-Foot by 3-Inch which is gauze impregnated with the granules.

**How Does It Work?** When the active ingredients in CELOX come into contact with blood, they quickly swell and gel together to stop bleeding. The clotting ingredients work independently of the body’s normal clotting processes, and they only gel with the blood they come directly into contact with.

Unlike some other blood clotting products, Celox products also work on people who take blood thinning medicines (apparently 40 millions Americans are on blood thinners!)

Celox blood clotting agent is also safe to use on pets and livestock too.

**CELOX delivers potentially life-saving power as it stops bleeding and reduces blood loss. In an emergency or wilderness situation, this could make all the difference.**

***Add Celox Blood Clotting Agent to your first aid kit today***